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ZERO COST CALLS – WHERE TO START 
You’ve just run a report and calls that you expected to have a cost do not have one – where do 

you start to find out what the problem is? 

The first thing to do is run a detailed report showing the calls that you are interested in and 
include the following fields: 

Date; Start Time; Party 1;Party 2;Party 3;Party 4;Party 5;Party 6;Duration;Transfer Duration; 
Access Code; Dialled Number; Tariff; Charge Band; Charge Rate; Charge Rate Info; Cost (set to 

show 3 decimal places). 

Calls that could incur a cost could be Outgoing calls, Through calls, Incoming calls diverted out, 
or even Internal calls diverted out. With the first two options you should have an outgoing 
trunk/line/gateway in Party 2, with the last two options the outgoing trunk/line/gateway will not 
be in Party 2, but could be in Party 3, 4, 5, or 6. 

The table below shows a couple of examples of the sort of thing you might see in the report:

Date 
Start 
time 

Party 
Duration 

Transfer 
Duration 

Access 
Code 

Dialled Number Tariff 
Charge 
Band 

Charge Rate 
Charge 
Rate Info 

Cost 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

03/09/12 10:00:08 Ext Trunk     01:22:57 01:22:57 9 08000285xxx BT Freephone Freephone 0.000/min £0.000 

03/09/12 11:16:37 Ext Trunk     00:01:23 00:00:00  144801132895xxx     £0.000 

03/09/12 1205:14 Ext Trunk     00:01:13 00:01:13 9 08711761xxx BT NC Not Costed 0.000/min £0.000 

Once you have the report, you need to consider the following:- 

Does the Dialled Number look correct? 

 If not, check the existing Access Code, if there is one, or create a new Access Code that will 
leave the correct dialled number. For help on how to create / edit an Access Code see the 
How to Create an Access Code document; select either the Client version or the Web 
version. 

Does the call have a duration? If a trunk is not in Party 2 use the Transfer Duration. 

 If the call has no duration there will be no cost. 
 If the call has a low duration, check the Cost Style it may be set to use the Connection 

Delay. For help on how to check, create or edit a Cost Style see the relevant How to 
Create a Cost Style. 

Does the call show the correct tariff?  

 If it does show the correct Tariff and there is a Charge Band and Charge Rate, then 
LUMBERJACK possibly needs a Recache and Recost. Ensure that the Scheduler is active and 
perform a Recache and then Recost the calls. For help on how to Recache the system or 
Recost the data see relevant How To sheet: How to Run a Recache or How to Recost 
Data. 

 Otherwise check the Cost Style that the trunk/line/gateway is pointing to and adjust it if 
necessary. For help with Cost Styles see the relevant How to Create a Cost Style. 

 If required, check the Cost Style that the Access Code is pointing to. For help on Access 
Codes see How to Create an Access Code. 

Check the Area Codes for the Tariff 

 If the Cost Style uses multiple tariffs, i.e. is First Costable, you will need to check them one 

at a time. For help with Cost Styles see the relevant How to Create a Cost Style, and for 
help see the relevant How to Check Tariff Area Code and Bands. 

 If the Area Code is missing from the Tariff, it can be added manually but, if you pay for 
Tariff Maintenance, it is best to report it as a missing area code to tariff@focom.com.  
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Check the Charge Band the Area Code Points to 

 Again, if the Cost Style uses multiple tariffs, i.e. is First Costable, you will need to check 
them one at a time. For help with Cost Styles see the relevant How to Create a Cost 

Style. 
 If the Charge Band is not classified – i.e. it points to NC (“no classification”) it will be 

ignored. If incorrect this can be updated but best reported to tariff@focom.com if you pay 
for Tariff Maintenance. 

 Remember to check which discount level is being used in the Cost Style. These are rarely 
used. 

Check the charge rates for the charge band 

 Check the Charge Rates; there should be Charge Rates that cover all the times of the day 
once and once only. If not report the problem to tariff@focom.com if you pay for Tariff 
Maintenance. For help see the relevant How to Check Tariff Area Code and Bands. 

Check the Charge Rate Info 

 If the tariff information has been updated, it’s possible that you system is in need of a 
Recache and Recost. Ensure that the Scheduler is active and perform a Recache and then 
Recost the calls. For help on how to Recache the system or Recost the data see relevant 
How To sheet: How To Run a Recache or How to Recost Data. 

 If the call charged against the charge info is wrong, please report to support@focom.com.  

 

 

Documents that may be required: 

How to Create an Access Code 

How to Create a Cost Style 

How to Run a Recache 

How to Recost Data 

How to Check Tariff Area Code and Bands 
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